We study non-parametric estimation of consumer choice models. Non-parametric approaches were introduced to alleviate unreasonable assumptions and issues of suboptimal model fit/selection present in traditional parametric approaches, and are prevalent in several application areas. We present two convex optimization-based frameworks, a primal approach and a dual approach, to efficiently learn a non-parametric choice model from data that is close to the best-fitting one. As opposed to the existing literature, both approaches enjoy provable convergence guarantees and extend naturally to the dynamic observation setting. Our computational study on the dynamic setting reveals the true impact of how much data are needed and at what rate to achieve the best trade-off in terms of estimation accuracy and model simplicity. In the static setup, we also compare our non-parametric approach with existing parametric approaches.
Introduction
A choice model specifies the probability distribution for rankings that consumers have over a set of items. Such models give choice probabilities, that is, the probability that a given consumer will choose an item from a given subset. Choice models are prevalent in several application areas such as revenue management, web page ranking, betting theory, social choice, marketing, and economics (see Desir et al. [7] , Dwork et al. [8] , Farias et al. [9] , Jagabathula and Shah [14] , Talluri and van Ryzin [22] and references therein). A good choice model aims to capture complex substitution behaviors of consumers in order to accurately predict demand from limited observations.
Choice model estimation has received quite a bit of interest. Traditional choice models often specify a parametric structure for the probability distribution (examples include the multinomial logit (MNL), nested logit, and mixed MNL models), see Talluri and van Ryzin [22] and references therein. Imposing a parametric structure makes estimation of the necessary parameters a simpler task, but is often at the expense of overly facile assumptions on consumer behavior (such as independence of irrelevant alternatives in MNL models) preventing us from accurately capturing the substitution behavior. Because of this, the non-parametric approach of directly estimating the probability distribution for rankings have drawn growing interest in academia and practice [10, 21] , and is shown through case studies [10, 13] to lead to substantial improvement in prediction accuracy. However, learning (or even specifying) a full non-parametric model is intractable even for moderate-sized problems, since there are a factorial number of probabilities to estimate. Furthermore, today's technology enables us to collect data on a continuous basis. Unfortunately, existing methods have a notable deficiency: in order to update their estimates with the latest data, they must re-solve their choice models entirely. In the case of non-parametric choice estimation, such dynamic considerations significantly compound the existing computational challenges.
Related literature. Earliest studies on non-parametric choice models appear in the economics and psychology literatures, e.g., Block and Marschak [4] . Mahajan and van Ryzin [17] showed that non-parametric models capture a number of parametric models as special cases. There are three main approaches employed for the static estimation of non-parametric choice models. These approaches are essentially characterized with different objective functions. Farias et al. [10] outline a constraint sampling based method to estimate the non-parametric model from observational data on consumer choices. Other methods based on maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) and norm minimization are presented in van Ryzin and Vulcano [24] and Bertsimas and Mišic [3] respectively. Jagabathula and Rusmevichientong [13] suggest to use the Frank-Wolfe algorithm to estimate a non-parametric choice model with a general distance function, which captures previous approaches [3, 24] . While Farias et al. [10] and van Ryzin and Vulcano [24] provide useful recovery results under some assumptions on the observational data, none of the methods in Bertsimas and Mišic [3] , Farias et al. [10] , Jagabathula and Rusmevichientong [13] , van Ryzin and Vulcano [24] come with provable convergence guarantees. Moreover, these prior methods are not equipped to deal with the more realistic dynamic data setting, where the firm continuously collect and wishes to utilize more consumer data even as we implement an estimation procedure.
Our contributions. We present two simple iterative frameworks for estimating non-parametric choice models via minimizing a general distance function in the usual static setting as well as the dynamic setting, where new empirical observations are continuously collected. We complement the existing literature by providing explicit error bounds (in the form of convergence rates) for the recovery performance of our iterative approaches in both static and dynamic settings.
Our first approach follows a primal approach to the minimization problem via the Frank-Wolfe (F-W) algorithm. This approach was recently suggested in Jagabathula and Rusmevichientong [13] for the static estimation problem. We show that, even in the static setup, for two classes of distance functions suggested previously in Bertsimas and Mišic [3] , van Ryzin and Vulcano [24] , the F-W algorithm does not enjoy the usual convergence rate described in Jaggi [15] due to the unboundedness of an important quantity (the curvature constant) associated with the standard analysis of the F-W algorithm. Nonetheless, we identify a set of assumptions that ensure efficient convergence guarantees for this method. In particular, we establish that our convergence guarantees for the F-W algorithm apply to a class of distance functions based on norms. Furthermore, we show that the F-W method adapts naturally to the dynamic setting. In this latter setting, we establish an error bound on a dynamic variant of F-W algorithm that depends on the rate at which the updated empirical choice probabilities converge to a limit. We demonstrate that convergence of this method in the dynamic setup is achievable as long as the data converges at a certain minimum rate.
To alleviate the need for a minimum rate of convergence of data in the case of F-W algorithm, we analyze a different approach. Our second approach examines the non-parametric estimation problem via duality, convex conjugacy and regret minimization from online learning. Again, we prove convergence of this method in the dynamic setting by providing efficient guarantees on the number of iterations, but with no dependence or requirement on the minimum rate at which data converges.
Both our primal and dual approaches achieve the same convergence rate in the static setup in spite of different assumptions used in their dynamic versions. Moreover, in both of our approaches, by establishing the number of iterations needed in order to estimate the choice model to within a given accuracy ǫ, our analysis also upper-bounds the sparsity of our estimated model, and as a result, it exposes an explicit trade-off between the simplicity of the non-parametric choice model and its estimation accuracy. We also carry out a computational study, where we test the behavior of different distance metrics (ℓ p -norms) in terms of estimation accuracy and sparsity of our learned models as well as the impact of number of observations and batch size used in the dynamic data setting on the same criteria. Our results indicate that several choices in designing a generic dynamic setup mainly influence the simplicity of the estimated choice model as opposed to its accuracy.
Notation. For a positive integer n ∈ N, we let [n] = {1, . . . , n}, define ∆ n := {x ∈ R n + : i∈[n] x i = 1} to be the standard simplex, and S n to be the collection of rankings of the set [n] . We refer to a collection of objects b j , j ∈ J by the notation {b j } j∈J . Throughout the paper, the superscript, e.g., y t , z t , f t , is used to attribute items to the t-th time period or iteration. The subscript is used to denote coordinates of a vector or matrix, e.g., β ij . Given vectors x and y, x, y corresponds to the usual inner product of x and y. Given a norm · on a Euclidean space E and a real number a > 0, we denote its dual norm by x * = min y { x, y : x ≤ 1}. For q ∈ [1, ∞], x q denotes the ℓ q norm of x. We let ∂f (x) be the subdifferential of f taken at x. We abuse notation slightly by denoting ∇f (x) for both the gradient of function f at x if f is differentiable and a subgradient of f at x, even if f is not differentiable. If φ is of the form φ(x, y), then ∇ x φ(x, y) denotes the subgradient of φ at x while keeping the other variables fixed at y. We denote the indicator function as I, i.e., I(S) = 1 if statement S holds, and I(S) = 0 otherwise.
Data and Model
In the general non-parametric choice estimation framework, we consider a firm which has n products to sell. We assume that the firm chooses from a given set of m assortments A 1 , . . . , A m ⊂ [n], and the item 1 represents the 'no-buy' option and is present in all assortments A j , j ∈ [m]. Therefore, when presented with an assortment, the consumer will always choose an item from it (perhaps the no-buy option, i.e., item 1). We assume for simplicity that the order of items in an assortment, their duration of appearance and the number of times an item appears in different assortments play no role in the choice. We also denote N := m j=1 |A j |. In this paper, we work with the following data collection process. When a consumer arrives, the firm displays an assortment A j to the consumer. The consumer chooses a product i ∈ A j , and the firm observes this choice. Our static data set consists of K such observations, i.e., a collection of pairs
, where i k denotes the item chosen and A k denotes the assortment displayed for observation k. There are a number of useful statistics on this data set, which are defined as follows:
In words, q ij is the proportion of observations where assortment A j was displayed and item i was chosen, q j is the proportion of observations where assortment A j was displayed, and p ij is the proportion of consumers who chose item i given that assortment A j was displayed.
The non-parametric choice model is as follows. An incoming consumer will choose an item according to his/her ranking σ ∈ S n of the products in [n] , that is, when presented with an assortment A j , the consumer chooses the highest ranked product from A j , i.e., arg min i∈A j σ(i). The key assumption in this model is that the ranking σ of each incoming consumer is distributed i.i.d. according to some distribution λ on the set of all rankings S n . Here λ represents the vector of probabilities of each σ ∈ S n being drawn, i.e., the probability that a consumer will have a ranking σ is λ(σ).
For an item-assortment pair i ∈ A j and ranking σ ∈ S n , we define a ij (σ) = 1 if i is the highest ranked item in A j according to σ, and a ij (σ) = 0 otherwise. We define A to be the binary matrix of dimension N × n! with entries a ij (σ). Each row corresponds to a pair i ∈ A j and each column corresponds to a ranking σ. We denote the rows as a ⊤ ij ∈ {0, 1} n! and the columns as a(σ) ∈ {0, 1} N . For j ∈ [m], we define A j to be the submatrix of A with rows a ⊤ ij for i ∈ A j . Based on our notation, given a distribution λ ∈ ∆ n! over rankings, the choice probability P λ [i | A j ] that a random consumer chooses item i from A j is simply represented as the inner product a ij , λ . Moreover, Aλ is simply the vector composed of the choice probabilities
we define the polytope of all possible choice probabilities consistent with a distribution as
The statistics (1) will be used to infer the best-fitting probability distribution λ, since p ij is an empirical estimate of
Dynamic Estimation of a Non-Parametric Choice Model
Our general approach to learning a non-parametric choice model is based on inferring λ by minimizing a distance measure D(·, ·) from the theoretical probabilities Aλ = x ∈ X to the empirical observations p: min
We give a brief overview of three closely related approaches to learn the non-parametric choice model from data [3, 10, 24] in A. There, we also demonstrate that these seemingly disparate models used in the literature are special instantiations of this more general distance minimization framework. In this paper, we assume that D(·, p) is convex and continuous on its domain, and that D(x, x) = 0; this is the case for the specific instantiations of D in Bertsimas and Mišic [3] , Farias et al. [10] , van Ryzin and Vulcano [24] as well.
In the static setup, for a specified accuracy level ǫ > 0, our goal is to obtain an (additive error) ǫ-approximate solution to (2) within a reasonable number of iterations. The main challenge in solving (2) is that in general the set X only admits a high-dimensional representation as X = {x = Aλ : λ ∈ ∆ n! }. Thus, projection-based or interior point methods will not work for X. On the other hand, linear optimization over X, while non-trivial, is a manageable problem. We discuss this in Section 3.3. Furthermore, in order to compute choice probabilities for unseen subsets, when given a candidate solution x, we also need to identify the rankings σ that generated x, i.e., we want to know λ such that x = Aλ. The solution frameworks that we present aim to circumvent the challenging representation of X, while providing a candidate solution in terms of the vertices a(σ).
In the dynamic variant of the problem, instead of fixed data p, we now have changing data p t that converges to a limit p as we have more observations, i.e., t → ∞. Under standard statistical assumptions, the estimates p t obtained through (1) from a growing set of observations converge to the true distribution vector p = {P[i, | A j ]} i∈A j ,j∈ [m] (almost surely). In this setup we would still like to solve (2), but we are only given access to the sequence {p t } t≥1 . In particular, we are interested in finding a solution x T after T iterations (or time steps) along with a bound on its error, i.e., D x T , p − min x∈X D(x, p), that converges to zero as the number of iterations T goes to infinity. This is now exactly a joint estimation and optimization (JEO) problem studied in Ahmadi and Shanbhag [2], Ho-Nguyen and Kılınç-Karzan [12] , for which methods exist to optimize f (y, p) using a sequence p t → p and employing efficient updates at each step t. Our two solution frameworks for (2) can be viewed as two new methods to solve the JEO problem designed specifically to handle the high-dimensionality issues in problems such as non-parametric choice model estimation.
Primal Approach via the Frank-Wolfe Algorithm
We first discuss solving (2) via the Frank-Wolfe (F-W) algorithm under a finite curvature constant assumption. In the context of the static setup, Jaggi [15] derives the standard F-W error bound of O(1/T ) after T iterations. However, this is explicitly based on the finiteness of an important quantity referred to as the curvature constant (see (3)), and we show that when D is a ℓ q -norm or weighted KL-divergence, the curvature constant is infinite; so the usual F-W bounds cannot apply. Nevertheless, when the distance measure D is set to be the square of an ℓ q norm, D satisfies 1-smoothness, and in such a case we can guarantee a rate of O(1/ √ T ) convergence for ℓ q -norm minimization. Moreover, in the dynamic data setting, we establish that a natural variant of the F-W algorithm also enjoys convergence guarantees under an additional minimum data convergence rate assumption.
In addition to our general convexity assumption on D(·, p), our primal approach is based on the following regularity condition, which can be viewed as a generalized triangle inequality.
Assumption 3.1. For some increasing continuous function g
Following Jaggi [15] , we define the curvature constant critical in analysing F-W methods and assume it is finite. Assumption 3.2. The curvature constant of D defined below is finite and uniformly bounded in p t :
and
The variant of F-W algorithm for the dynamic setup is stated in Algorithm 1. The key difference of Algorithm 1 as opposed to the standard F-W algorithm is that each step t, Algorithm 1 works with a gradient of a dynamically changing D(·, p t ) instead of a fixed D(·, p). This setup is similar to the online F-W algorithms; see e.g., Hazan and Kale [11] . Note that Hazan and Kale [11] and other online algorithms are usually concerned with obtaining regret bounds. On the other hand, our analysis of Algorithm 1 in the dynamic setup is not based on such regret bounds.
Since X is a polytope, and z t is the result of a linear optimization over X, z t will be a vertex, i.e., a column a(σ t ) for some ranking σ t ∈ S n . Thus, the output x T corresponds to a distribution λ T ∈ ∆ n! , with sparsity at most T . We discuss the linear optimization subproblem arising in Algorithm 1 for the computation of z t further in Section 3.3.
Algorithm 1 Frank-Wolfe (F-W) algorithm for solving (2).
Input: time horizon T , initial point x 1 ∈ X, step sizes
We next derive the convergence guarantee of Algorithm 1 in the dynamic setup under our assumptions; see B for the proofs in this section.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 hold, and that Algorithm 1 is ran for T ≥ 4 iterations to find a point x T ∈ X with step sizes γ t = 2/(t + 1). Then for any x ∈ X,
Notice in Theorem 3.1 that the error bound has the 4C D /T rate along with four error terms which are accumulated from using approximate data p t ≈ p. Indeed, if p t = p for all t, i.e., the static case, these additional error terms disappear, and we are left with only the 4C D /T term. In order to get convergence in the dynamic case, these error terms must go to 0 as T → ∞. To ensure this, we must require that D(p t , p) converges sufficiently fast to guarantee that
. This is a major handicap of the primal F-W based approach. Our dual-based approach outlined in Section 3.2 avoids such a requirement, and instead only needs D(p t , p), D(p, p t ) → 0.
Note that in this approach, the overall number of iterations T upper-bounds the sparsity of the learned choice model λ as well. As a result, our analysis in essence exposes an explicit trade-off between the sparsity of the non-parametric choice model λ and its estimation accuracy ǫ.
There are a number of different instantiations of the distance measure D suggested in the literature. Two such choices are the weighted KL-divergence (which stems from the maximum likelihood) and ℓ 1 -norm suggested in van Ryzin and Vulcano [24] and Bertsimas and Mišic [3] respectively. See A for precise details on how the approaches in Bertsimas and Mišic [3] , van Ryzin and Vulcano [24] correspond to particular choices of D in our framework. Unfortunately, for both of these choices of D, in Proposition 3.1 we demonstrate that the curvature constant (3), which is critical in terms of ensuring the convergence of F-W algorithm, is infinite. Thus, this rules out the use of the classical F-W algorithm in the static case and the application of Theorem 3.1 in the dynamic case when D is selected to be either an ℓ q norm or the weighted KL-divergence. Proposition 3.1. Suppose n > 2. For any q ∈ [1, ∞], the function D(x, p) = x − p q has infinite curvature constant (3) for any p ∈ X. Furthermore, when D(x, p) = j∈[m] w j KL(p j , x j ) for any positive weights w j , and p ∈ X such that p ij > 0 for all i ∈ A j , the curvature constant is infinite.
As opposed to Proposition 3.1, for D(x, p) = x − p 2 for some norm · , it is possible to bound the associated curvature constant and Assumption 3.1 holds; we discuss this below.
Remark 3.1. Suppose we define D(x, p) = x − p for some norm · . Proposition 3.1 states that the usual F-W bounds cannot apply if we use D(x, p) = x − p q . However, note that the function 1 2 · 2 * is (trivially) 1-strongly convex with respect to the dual norm · * . Moreover, the convex conjugate of 1 2 · 2 * is 1 2 · 2 , and hence the standard convex analysis results imply that it is 1-smooth with respect to · . Thus, as stated in Jaggi [15] , for D(x, p) = 1 2 x − p 2 , we can bound the associated curvature constant C D by the diameter R = max x,x ′ ∈X x − x ′ of X, i.e., C D ≤ R 2 . Since X is a polytope, and hence compact, R < ∞. We can then apply Theorem 3.1 to ensure that x T − p 2 ≤ min x∈X x − p 2 + 8R 2 /T in the static case, and by taking the square root, we have
Dual Approach via Regret Minimization
A major handicap of the primal approach based on F-W algorithm is that in the dynamic case the overall convergence rate depends heavily on the rate of convergence for p t → p. In this section, we explore an alternative dual approach under Assumption 3.3 that removes such a dependence completely. For the dual approach, we define the convex conjugate
, and assume the following regularity conditions on D.
When D(x, p) = x−p for any norm, we discuss in Remark 3.2 that Assumption 3.3 is satisfied. Given that D(·, p) is convex and continuous on its domain, we can write D(x, p) via its convex conjugate D * :
Note that D * (y, p) is convex in y. By Assumption 3.3, ∇ x D(x, p) ≤ G, so denoting Y := {y : y ≤ G} we can restrict the domain of y accordingly:
Based on these definitions, the problem (2) now admits a natural saddle point representation:
Ideally, we would solve (4) with a saddle point algorithm such as Mirror Prox [20] , which leads to a convergence rate of O (1/T ) after T iterations. However, each iteration of Mirror Prox, or other specialized saddle point algorithms, involves projection operations, which can be difficult for the polytope X. Indeed, in such schemes, one needs to update every component of λ, the underlying probability distribution over rankings σ ∈ S n , which has n! entries and is intractable.
To remedy this, we directly solve the dual problem
Notice that f (y, p) is concave in y and has supergradients ∇ y f (y, p) = x − ∇ y D * (y, p), where x ∈ arg min x ′ ∈X x ′ , y . Thus, SV(p) is simply maximizing a concave function over a convex norm ball Y , which is much more manageable than X.
In the static case, we can recover a primal solution x ∈ X for the original problem (2) via solving the dual problem (5) by using an approach from Nedić and Ozdaglar [19] . We note that similar ideas were applied to online stochastic programming [1] and in an algorithmic approach to Approximate Caratheodory Theorem [18] . As opposed to these approaches in the static setup, in our dynamic setting we only have access to approximate data p t , and hence we only see an approximate sequence of functions f (y, p t ).
We now discuss how to extend these methods to recover a primal solution x ∈ X for (2) via approximate dual functions f (y, p t ) ≈ f (y, p).
The key idea is as follows. For a given sequence of dual points {y t } T t=1 , we define concave functions f t based on the current y t and p t by
Notice in (6) that our functions f t (·) are defined based on a sequence of primal points {z t } T t=1 . From these primal points {z t } T t=1 , we build a candidate primal solution x T := 1 T T t=1 z t and bound its optimality gap. Using these ideas, we derive the following result on the convergence guarantee of this dual approach; see B for the corresponding proof.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that Assumption 3.3 holds. Given a sequence {y
, let {z t } T t=1 be generated according to (6) , and
Theorem 3.2 decomposes the optimality gap of our candidate point x T into two error terms. The latter term 2 T T t=1 D(p t , p) is due to the accumulation of errors from the use of approximate data p t ≈ p, and they disappear in the static case when p t = p. In contrast to Theorem 3.1, this term converges to 0 whenever D(p t , p) → 0, regardless of the rate of convergence of p t → p. The first term is a regret term for the sequence {y t } T t=1 on the functions {f t } T t=1 . Since f t (y) ≥ f (y, p t ) and f t (y t ) = f (y t , p t ), we can bound the regret on the (approximate) dual objectives {f (y, p t )} T t=1 as follows:
Thus, by choosing {y t } T t=1 to have small regret on {f t } T t=1 , we are also near-optimal on the dual objectives. Online convex optimization (OCO) gives us several methods for minimizing regret. We state a typical bound below and defer a more complete overview of this and the online Mirror Descent algorithm which achieves this bound to C. Theorem 3.3. Suppose that ∇ y D * (y, p t ) is bounded for all y ∈ Y and p t , t ≥ 1. Then there exists a method to choose y t using only y t−1 , f t−1 so as to guarantee
Similar to the primal approach, the overall number of iterations T upper bounds the sparsity of our learned model in the dual approach as well. We now show that the distance measures D based on general norms satisfy Assumption 3.3 required in the dual approach.
Remark 3.2. Suppose D(x, p) = x − p is a norm. Standard convex analysis results imply that ∇ y D(y, p) * ≤ 1, hence we define Y := {y : y * ≤ 1} as the unit dual norm ball. Note that D * (y, p) = y, p when y * ≤ 1 and ∞ otherwise. For any y ∈ Y , we have ∇ y D * (y, p t ) = p t is bounded because the data vectors p t are bounded. Thus, we can apply Theorem 3.3. Furthermore,
This shows that when D is defined as any norm (in particular the ℓ 1 -norm from Bertsimas and Mišic [3] ), we can estimate a non-parametric choice model from a continuously updated sequence of data p t → p by solving a regret minimization problem.
Note that, similar to the F-W algorithm, in our dual approach governed by the relations (6), each z t is obtained by solving a linear optimization problem over X. Hence, z t will be a vertex, i.e., a column a(σ t ) for some ranking σ t ∈ S n , so x T corresponds to a distribution λ T with sparsity at most T . We discuss the optimization subproblem in (6) to compute z t in Section 3.3.
Combinatorial Subproblem
In both approaches of Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we must solve a linear optimization problem over X. Since X is a polytope with vertices a(σ), we have, for a cost vector c, z * = a(σ * ), where σ * = arg min σ∈Sn a(σ), c , Thus, in each iteration of the primal and the dual approaches, we must solve the following combinatorial optimization problem over rankings:
On the one hand, this problem is NP-hard, since it is a generalization of the linear ordering problem and the maximum weighted independent set problem, see e.g., [24, Proposition 3] . This is the main drawback of our approaches. However, we note that the exact same combinatorial problem must be solved in all other approaches of learning a non-parametric choice model (see A and in particular the equations (10), (13), (16)). On the other hand, while we cannot avoid the NP-hardness in learning a non-parametric choice model from data, we note that (7) can be formulated as a (relatively) compact integer program with O(n 2 ) variables and O(n 3 ) constraints, and also it can be handled efficiently by off-the-shelf integer programming solvers. Furthermore, Jagabathula and Rusmevichientong [13] prove polynomial-time solvability of (7) under a number of assumptions on the subsets A 1 , . . . , A m .
Thus, by employing our suggested first order approaches in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we avoid the problem of having to deal with the high-dimensional representation of X (which can involve n! variables), and instead must solve a relatively compact integer program at each iteration. Finally, we remark that our dynamic primal and dual approaches can apply to arbitrary domains X besides the ones specified for learning non-parametric choice models in Bertsimas and Mišic [3] , Farias et al. [10] , van Ryzin and Vulcano [24] . This flexibility can be attractive in utilizing additional a priori structural information on the choice model λ.
Computational Study
In our computational study, we compare three different choices of distance functions D(·, ·) arising from three different ℓ p -norms ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 , ℓ ∞ , as well as some parametric MNL approaches. In the static data setting, we examine model fit for all approaches, and sparsity properties for the non-parametric approaches. We also examine model fit and sparsity properties of the non-parametric approach in the dynamic data setting. Because the convergence properties of the dual approach (both in terms of different choices of D and also the dynamic setup) are superior than those of the primal approach, in these experiments we only employ the dual approach. All experiments are conducted on a server with 2.8 GHz processor and 64GB memory, using Python 3.5. Gurobi 7.0 is used to solve the integer programming subproblems.
We employ the same simulated data setup from Bertsimas and Mišic [3, Section 5.3]. Our ground truth choice model is a mixed MNL model generated by two meta-parameters: K ∈ N, the number of MNL models in the mixture, and L ∈ R + governing the intensity of the preferences. Given mixing probabilities w ∈ ∆ K and K sets of utilities
, the mixed MNL model chooses an item i ∈ A ⊆ [n] with probability
For each k ∈ [K], we generate n + 1 parameters q i,k ∼ U (0, 1), i ∈ {0} ∪ [n] (recall that 0 denotes the no-choice option present in each subset). The utilities u i,k are then set as follows: four randomly chosen i ∈ {0} ∪ [n] are set to u i,k = Lq i,k , while the rest are set to u i,k = q i,k /10. The mixing probabilities {w k } k∈ [K] are chosen randomly from the (K − 1)-dimensional simplex. We test the case n = 10 and parameter regimes K ∈ {1, 5, 10} and L ∈ {5, 10, 100}.
For each combination of K and L, we generate 100 instances of the ground truth mixed MNL model. For each instance we generate 150 subsets of maximum size ⌊n/2⌋ uniformly at random. We reserve 50 subsets for training, and the other 100 for testing. Our training regime is as follows: using the ground truth model, we compute the p train vector, where p train,ij = P[i | A j ], and A j is are subsets from our training set. We vary the number of training subsets m we use by m ∈ {10, 20, 50}.
We use p train to fit our model using the methods from Section 3. To evaluate model fit, we similarly compute p test for our ground truth model using all 100 subsets in the test set, then computê p test from our learned model, and examine the mean average error (MAE) between p test andp test , defined as MAE(p,p) = 1 length(p) i,j |p ij −p ij |. We terminate training when MAE(p train ,p train ) ≤ 0.001, and we evaluate performance by computing MAE(p test ,p test ). Figure 1 displays the test set MAE for different K, m and ℓ p while L = 5 is fixed. As expected, we see that as m increases, the test MAE decreases. This trend holds for all combinations of L, K and ℓ p , so we next examine results for for m = 20. Figure 1 suggests a slight upward trend as we increase our ℓ p -norm. To study this further, we plot the average test MAE and the average number of rankings in the estimated choice model at termination across the 100 instances for m = 20 and each parameter combination of K and L in Figure 2 . While the scales of the left y-axes are quite small, and hence the differences are quite minor, we notice that ℓ 1 often has the best test MAE. The two exceptions are Figures 2(d) and 2(g), where ℓ 2 has the best fit. Also notice that in all cases except Figure 2(g), ℓ ∞ generally has worse fit than ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 . While ℓ 1 often fits better than ℓ 2 , ℓ ∞ , it comes at the cost of a significantly denser final model. Figure 2 shows that often the number of rankings for ℓ 1 is more than twice that of ℓ 2 , ℓ ∞ , which are generally quite similar. Thus, choosing ℓ 1 will give us the best fitting model on our test set, but comes at the cost of a significant loss of sparsity. Instead, ℓ 2 seems to lead to a good compromise, for which we observe similar test MAE as ℓ 1 , but generally learns a sparser model.
Next, we compare our non-parametric choice model estimation technique to fitting a parametric mixed MNL model trained using maximum likelihood estimation [23] . This involves a selection of hyperparameter K fit , the number of MNL segments. We test K fit ∈ {1, 3, 5, 10}. Figure 3 compares the test MAE of the estimated models for different m and K, holding L = 5 fixed. As we expect, choosing higher K fit reduces the MAE for parametric models, and higher ground truth K has a more pronounced effect on the parametric models than the non-parametric ones. However, notice that the most dramatic effect is by changing m, the number of training sets. For m = 10, the parametric models outperform the non-parametric models; for m = 20, the two types of models are roughly even; but for m = 50, the non-parametric model outperforms the parametric ones. This suggests that non-parametric models are better at exploiting settings where we have an abundance of data.
We also examine our non-parametric approach in the dynamic data setting when we only have access to p t . We fix the norm to be ℓ 2 -norm, L = 5, K = 5, and m = 20. We generate p 1 by randomly generating 2000 observations of item-assortment choices from the ground truth model, and aggregating them according to (1). Each subsequent p t is generated by adding κ ∈ N observations to the previous p t−1 . We stop when MAE(p T ,p) ≤ 0.001, wherep T is the average of the p t vectors seen. We test the effects of using different κ ∈ {50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, ∞}, where κ = ∞ denotes using the true vector p. Figure 4 (b) plots the number of iterations for different κ, and shows that the learned model becomes sparser when we increase κ. Note that the runs for κ = 50 take roughly twice as many iterations as κ = 1000, which means that runs for κ = 1000 use roughly 10 times as many observations to achieve effectively the same test MAE error. Surprisingly, using the true probabilities p to learn a model also achieves the same test MAE. We deduce that the main gains to additional observations are faster convergence and sparsity of our learned model, but test set accuracy remains unaffected. Also, the gains to sparsity diminish rapidly as κ increases.
A Existing Approaches to Non-Parametric Choice Estimation
In this section, we examine the existing approaches to learn the non-parametric choice model, i.e., infer an appropriate probability vector λ using the data collected via the process outlined in Section 2, and demonstrate how they are particular instantiations of our general model.
A.1 Revenue Prediction Approach
Let r i be the revenue of item i ∈ [n]. Then the expected revenue of an assortment A ⊂ [n] under distribution λ is i∈A r i P λ [i | A]. Farias et al. [10] seek to find the worst-case expected revenue from a distribution λ consistent with the given data in the sense that the theoretical probabilities P λ [i | A j ] = a ij , λ are precisely consistent with their empirical estimates p ij . Since the probabilities P λ [i | A] are linear in λ, this can be formulated as a linear program (LP) min λ i∈A
We first make a few observations related to this model of Farias et al. [10] . In fact, when A = A j for some j ∈ [m], we have P λ [i | A] = a ij , λ = p ij due to the constraints Aλ = p, hence the objective is constant. Thus the LP becomes a feasibility problem
That said, (8) is still computationally intractable even for moderate values of n because it involves n! variables. Nonetheless, the dual of (8) 
Note that verifying the feasibility of a solution with respect to the robust constraint in (9), i.e., 
is a combinatorial problem of the exact same form as (7). Farias et al. [10] suggests solving (9) either using the constraint sampling technique [5] or by building an approximation to its robust counterpart obtained from approximating the uncertainty sets with an efficiently representable polyhedron.
In fact, (8) can be seen as choosing λ ∈ ∆ n! to minimize a (very harsh) distance measure: 
In general, and specifically when the observations are noisy, there is no guarantee that there exists λ ∈ ∆ n! to fit the data p exactly, i.e., Aλ = p. To remedy this, van Ryzin and Vulcano [24] and Bertsimas and Mišic [3] examine approaches that use less harsh distance measures D(·, ·).
A.2 Maximum Likelihood Estimation Approach
van Ryzin and Vulcano [24] propose the following method to learn λ via maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). We next describe their method and provide an alternative interpretation of their approach as the minimization of a particular distance measure, namely Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, between the true distributions A j λ and their empirical estimates p j . By (1), each item-assortment pair i ∈ A j is seen Kq ij times amongst the observations i k , A k K k=1 .
Based on this, the log-likelihood of the observation set i k , A k K k=1 is j∈[m] i∈A j Kq ij log ( a ij , λ ). Thus, ignoring the constant K factor, the MLE problem is 
Throughout, we use the convention that when q ij = a ij , λ = 0, we set q ij log( a ij , λ ) = 0. This implies that if the optimal solution λ to (12) has P λ [i | A j ] = a ij , λ = 0, then we must have q ij = 0 also, i.e., we did not observe any choices of i from A j in our data either. Like (8) , the problem (12) is very large, with n! variables. A column generation technique is suggested in van Ryzin and Vulcano [24] to get around this, i.e., solve (12) 
The solution λ(S) is optimal if (13) ≤ K, otherwise the column σ * maximizing (13) is added to the set S, and the process is repeated. Note that (13) has the same form as (7) and (10) . We next demonstrate that the MLE problem (12) admits a nice interpretation between the empirical estimates {p j } j∈ [m] and the distributions {A j λ} j∈ [m] . To observe this, let us rewrite the objective in (12) 
Thus, by defining D(Aλ, p) = j∈[m] q j KL(p j , A j λ), we see that the MLE approach is equivalent to (11) but with a different distance metric D(·, ·).
